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Address Linco Baxo S.p.a. 
Via Carlo Boncompagni 51/8 -  
20139 Milano

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
DESCRIPTION OF LINCO BAXO PRODUCTS

The complete manufacturing facilities in the four Italian plants, enable LINCO BAXO to supply a wide and comprehensive range of
products addressed to the Glass industry, such as:

Complete set of special blocks for Forehearths and Working-Ends
Full range of Expandables for Feeders (Stirrers, Tubes, Plungers, Orifice-rings, Spouts and Spout’s Accessories
Blocks for Furnace Bottom and Bottom Insulation
Blocks for Furnace Sidewalls Insulation
Bricks and Blocks for Regenerators Walls and Crown
Bricks and Blocks for Exhaust Gas Conducts
Full range of unshaped Castables, and Mortars
Patches for Hot-repairs

Linco Baxo group of companies production activity is located in 6 modern integrated plants. Continuous investment in high-technology machinery
enables our plants to produce a large volume of high quality products at an affordable price. 

Production is oriented to refractory and insulating monolithics, LINCO, BAXO and KERO range, and to bricks, shapes and special blocks, MAREF,
KERA, ISOM, CARBO, LICOBLOCK, CAR and MILBLOCK range. 

Production lines are organized as follows:

 crushing, grinding, drying for any kind of raw materials;
 classifying, screening, pneumatic and mechanical transport to storage and production silos;
 extraction, batching;
 continuous electronically managed weighing and mixing;
 modern high-power hydraulic pressing facilities;
 modern high-power Vibro impact pressing facilities;
 tunnel and shuttle-type furnaces for firing;
 automatic packing and palletising.
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